In query processing, incorporating proximity between query terms is beneficial for effective retrieval. However, it brings inevitable storage and computing costs by using positional data in inverted indexes. In this paper, we propose a lossy method for compressing term position data in the case of utilizing term proximity. Our method exploits clustering property of term occurrences, adaptively clusters the nearby occurrences, and replaces the clustered positions with a centralized value. Experimental results show that our adaptive method is competitive with respect to index size, ranking efficiency and effectiveness.
INTRODUCTION
Inverted index compression has drawn lots of attention in Information Retrieval. Typically, an inverted index consists of document IDs (docIDs), in-document frequencies, and positions of term occurrences within the document. Most previous works [5, 6] have concentrated on organization and compression on docIDs.
Positional index is widely used in term dependency models, in which the proximity between terms is integrated into document ranking. Term dependency models achieve higher ranking accuracy than bag-of-words models in most cases. Meanwhile, it brings inevitable storage and computational costs with the use of position data. Moreover, positional indexes are about 3 to 5 times larger than the non-positional ones [1] , thus significantly decrease system throughput. Consequently, the compression of positional index is Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019 becoming increasingly important recently. Various researches have been proposed for the compression of positional index, in a lossless way [1, 7] .
The main idea of our work is lossy compression, namely information cannot be fully recovered. The technique is commonly used in image compression, which allows a certain loss of pixels. We bring lossy method into positional data compression. Different from docID compression, which need to be fully and correctly recovered for further AND/OR/WAND operation, not all positions are contributive to proximity estimation in term dependency models. Therefore, the special application allows a certain loss of positional information.
An important observation of occurrences of a term within document is the tendency of cluster, i.e., positions are crowded together. The idea in this work is that clustered occurrences can be compressed to a centralized value, which is lossy. Moreover, we hypothesize that positions in different positional index should be clustered in different granularity. As a result, we propose an adaptive-granularity method when clustering term positions.
In the remainder of this paper, we introduce related work in Section 2, review term dependency models in Section 3, and describe the proposed adaptive lossy compression approach in Section 4. Experimental results are presented in Section 5, and we suggest some ideas for future work in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
The idea of approximate positional index was first proposed by Elsayed et al. in [3] . They divided documents into coarse-grained buckets and represented each bucket with its ID. They introduced two approaches to dividing documents: fixed-width, with fixed bucket size for each document; and variable-width, which divided each document into a fixed number of buckets. The methods achieved smaller positional indexes and less query execution time, but uncompetitive retrieval effectiveness compared with uncompressed indexes. The weakness is that all the documents are divided by single granularity (a fixed bucket-width or a fixed number of buckets). A position list records the occurrences of a term within a document, which means both document and term information should be considered, rather than just document information. In our work, granularity is adaptively determined for each position list according to the term and document it belongs to. A series of experiments on methods proposed in [3] are conducted as baselines in Section 5.
To the best knowledge of the authors, there is no other work that introduce lossy-compressed positional index.
TERM DEPENDENCY MODEL
Metzler and Croft [4] proposed sequential dependence model (SDM) and full dependence model (FDM), which model term dependencies via Markov random fields. SDM incorporates sequential dependence of adjacent terms, while FDM incorporates full dependence of all term pairs in a query. The two dependency models use the same form of scoring function below.
where the second sum is over consecutive term pairs in SDM and all term pairs in FDM. f T , f O , and f U are feature functions for unigrams, ordered sequences of term pair, and term pairs co-occurring within a window, respectively. λ T , λ O , and λ U are the corresponding weighting parameters.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this Section, we first introduce the procedure of generating lossycompressed positional data, then we introduce how we decide the lossy granularity (threshold) for each position list.
Algorithm 1 Adaptive Lossy Compression Method.
Input: 
11: end for
Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of generating lossy-compressed position list. We first cluster the nearby positions by their gaps, and then use a centralized position (centroid) to represent clustered positions. The centroid of a cluster is calculated by first summing up all values in the cluster, and then divided by cluster size. Table 1 gives an example of our adaptive lossy compression method and Var(64) proposed in [3] . In this example, the clustering threshold of our method is 11. Var(64) equally divides the document (653 words) into 64 buckets and represents each bucket with its ID. We see that Var(64) scales positions into a smaller range, while our centroid-based representation retains the approximate position of a cluster and keep the overall distribution of all clusters. The key point of our method is to adaptively choose appropriate granularity (clustering threshold) for each position list. Since a position list is the positions that a term occurs in a document, we assume that the threshold should be determined by two factors: the importance of the term and the length of the document. Based on the above consideration, we propose formula (1)-(3) to determine the threshold using Inversed Document Frequency(IDF) and document length. IDF is commonly used to evaluate the importance of a term.
where N t is the number of documents in which the term t appears, and N is the number of documents in the whole collection.
Document length varies from tens to tens of thousands, so we first scales document length by logarithmic and power function. Parameter a is used to adjust the influence of the two functions in formula (1) . IDF is linearly transformed to a reasonable range in formula (2) . Formula (3) combines the two factors together. Intuitively, it is better to keep more positional information if the position list belongs to an important term. That is to say, the more important a term is, the smaller its threshold should be. Consequently, threshold is inversely proportional to IDF.
a, b, c are tunable parameters, which are trained by hill climbing search to directly optimize mean average precision. The parameters are trained by starting at a = b = 1, c = 0. We sequentially split 10% of query set for parameter training. In our experiments, a, b, c is 3, 4, 0.5 respectively.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental setup
We use two query sets, which is the Million Query 2007 (MQ2007) Million Query 2008 (MQ2008). The Million Query track used GOV2 collection of documents. The two query sets consists of queryID, docID and <queryID, docID> relevance judgment. We filter out invalid queries that have no relevant document. Information of dataset is listed in Table 2 . Indexes were constructed by Lucence. Experiments are performed on a server with Intel Xeon processors (E5-2603 1.6GHz), 256GB RAM. All experiments are performed on a single core.
We choose three types of baselines, which is uncompressed, lossless-compressed and lossy-compressed positional index. For lossless method, we choose Simple16 and VByte, which are commonly used in inverted index compression [2] . For lossy method, we choose previous solutions that split each document into buckets and represent each bucket with its ID. Variable-width method with buckets number b is denoted as Var(b), and fixed-width method with bucket size w is denoted as Fixed(w). The value of b and w is in consistency with the experiment in [3] . Experiments are conducted by applying SDM and FDM retrieval model on the positional data generated by baselines and our method. For fair comparisons, we tune parameter settings to optimize retrieval effectiveness for both baselines and our method.
Experimental results are evaluated in terms of index size, ranking efficiency and effectiveness 1 . 0  20  40  60  80  100 Adaptive Var (8) Var (16) Var (32) Var (64) Fixed (10) Fixed (20) Fixed (30) Fixed (40) Fixed(50)
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VByte Compression rate (%) MQ2007 MQ2008 Figure 1 : Compression rate of baselines and our method. Figure 1 shows the compression rate of baselines and our adaptive method. Bars plot compression rate, thus shorter is better. We observe that the compression rate of our method is close to lossless compression method Simple16 and VByte. Among all lossy baselines, Var achieve smaller indexes than Fixed. As expected, index size increases with the growth of bucket number b and the decline of bucket size w respectively. The compression rate of our method is smaller than Fixed and bigger than Var. The two query sets exhibit similar results on compression rate.
A secondary compression by coding bucket ids was performed in [3] , which is not included in our experiment. We only evaluate the lossy-compression procedure.
Ranking Efficiency
In efficiency experiments, we collect the time to compute term proximity, which is when position data are being used. Figure 2 illustrates the averaged time of the proposed method and baselines. The MQ2007 and MQ2008 query sets exhibit similar results, so 1 We do not compare the results of lossless methods in efficiency and effectiveness experiments for space reasons. In terms of efficiency, lossless compressed index is not competitive compared with uncompressed index because of the decompressing procedure. In terms of effectiveness, lossless compressed index yields the same ranking accuracy with uncompressed one. we only plot results on MQ2007 for space reasons. As expected, execution time is positively correlated with size of positional index. Fewer positions lead to less calculation, thus Var(8) consumes the least execution time. Our adaptive method achieves comparable time to Var, and less time than Fixed and uncompressed strategies. We also observe that Fixed(10) consumes more time than the uncompressed strategy, although the data size of Fixed(10) is smaller than the uncompressed one. As introduced in Section 3, new feature functions are proposed for Fixed and Var, which include additional calculations on buckets. As a result, the efficiency of computing term proximity is hindered. Compared with Var and Fixed that represent positions by bucket-ids, our centroid-based representation retains the approximate position of a cluster so that the overall distribution of all clusters is kept. As a result, our strategy can be directly used in dependency models without changing feature functions.
Ranking Effectiveness
Ranking Effectiveness is measured by mean precision at 1 (MP@1) and mean average precision (MAP). The results are listed in Table 3 . Significant tests are performed between the proposed method and all baselines.
In Table 3 , we observe that the proposed adaptive strategy consistently achieves the highest ranking accuracy. Among the baselines, Fixed outperforms the uncompressed and Var strategies in most cases. It seems that Var is uncompetitive compared with the uncompressed one because it hurts ranking accuracy sometimes.
When we examine overall performance, we find that Var(8) achieves the smallest positional index, the least execution time, but the worst ranking accuracy. In contrast, Fixed(10) achieves the largest positional index, the most execution time, but better ranking accuracy. This is expected that smaller positional index keeps fewer positions, resulted in less calculation and losing more positional information, while larger index is on the contrary. Compared with Var(64) which is comparable to our method in terms of data size and execution time, our method achieves improvements of up to 7.5% in MP@1 and 4% in MAP. Overall, the proposed adaptive lossycompression method achieves the best balance on data size, ranking efficiency and effectiveness. We delve deeper into the reason that our method achieves better effectiveness than uncompressed and other strategies. As we introduced, term dependency models achieve higher ranking accuracy in most cases. Meanwhile, utilizing term proximity inevitably brings noise into document ranking. Previous research [8] held similar opinion that utilizing term proximity was not suitable for all queries. The high ranking accuracy of our method indicates that our approach reduces noise brought by term proximity to a certain extent while retaining important positional information.
As for the two dependency models used in this paper, we see that FDM consumes more time (figure 2), but consistently yields better retrieval effectiveness (table 3) . It can be explained that SDM only incorporates proximity of adjacent term pairs of a query, while FDM incorporates all term pairs of a query. Consequently, FDM leverages more proximity features of a query, thus achieves better effectiveness. Meanwhile, FDM is inherently more computationally complex than SDM.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Utilizing term dependence is beneficial for effective retrieval. However, it brings inevitable storage and computing costs by using positional data of inverted indexes. In this paper 2 , we hypothesize that not all exact positions have to be stored. Motivated by the clustering property of term positions, we design a lossy compression method for positional index that replaces clustered positions with 2 This work is partially supported by NSFC (61872201, 61702521, 61602266, U1833114); STDPof Tianjin (17JCYBJC15300, 16JCYBJC41900, 18ZXZNGX00140, 18ZXZNGX00200); and Fundamental Research Funds for Central Universities, TKLNDST. a centralized value. Moreover, clustering granularity is adaptively determined by term importance and document length.
Experiments are carried by two dependency models on two query sets. Experimental results show that the proposed method achieves the highest ranking accuracy, with competitive index size and execution time. Moreover, further analysis on effectiveness indicates that the proposed method reduces noise brought by term proximity to some extent while retaining important positional information.
In the future, more methods are going to be tried to optimal the formulas. Second, we will try to apply our method into real world applications. Moreover, the proposed lossy method can be further applied to other filed involving position data, such as passage retrieval.
